We study learning dynamics induced by myopic travelers who repeatedly play a routing game on a transportation network with an unknown state. The state impacts cost functions of one or more edges of the network. In each stage, travelers choose their routes according to Wardrop equilibrium based on public belief of the state. This belief is broadcasted by an information system that observes the edge loads and realized costs on the used edges, and performs a Bayesian update to the prior stage's belief. We show that the sequence of public beliefs and edge load vectors generated by the repeated play converge almost surely. In any rest point, travelers have no incentive to deviate from the chosen routes and accurately learn the true costs on the used edges. However, the costs on edges that are not used may not be accurately learned. Thus, learning can be incomplete in that the edge load vectors at rest point and complete information equilibrium can be different. We present some conditions for complete learning and illustrate situations when such an outcome is not guaranteed.
Introduction
Transportation networks are prone to disruptions resulting from random infrastructure breakdowns and adverse events such as natural disasters and security attacks. The impact of these disruptions can be modeled as a sudden change in the latent condition (or state) that influences travel costs on one or more network edges. Major disruptions, such as the 2007 collapse of I-35W bridge over Mississippi River in Minneapolis, can result in an abrupt interruption of nominal flow patterns on the network and trigger repeated learning and adjustment of travel decisions over a period of time (Zhu et al. [2010] ). In this paper, we study learning dynamics of travelers who make strategic route choices under imperfect state information.
We focus on learning of the unknown network state when travelers have access to an information system that repeatedly updates and broadcasts the state information (i.e., public belief). This problem is relevant to situations when a disruption or replacement of an infrastructure facility (e.g., bridge, bypass highway) results in travelers' reliance on a public source of information to learn and adjust their route choices. In recent years, such information sources have become widely available and increasingly sophisticated in terms of their ability to collect traffic loads and costs on network edges via a variety of heterogenous data sources (e.g., fixed sensors, GPS-enabled mobile sensors, and crowdsourcing services). Our generic learning model considers strategic travelers with access to imperfect information of the state from a public information system.
In particular, we model the learning dynamics as a routing game of non-atomic travelers who repeatedly use the network with an unknown state (Sec. 2). The state represents the latent network condition and affects the travel costs on edges. In each state, the cost of any edge is an increasing function of the edge load (i.e., the aggregate traffic load on that edge). For simplicity, we assume that travelers have identical preferences and that the demand is fixed. At the beginning of each stage, all travelers have access to the most recent public belief of the state (i.e., the probability of each possible state) through the public information system. Travelers then myopically choose routes with the smallest expected cost based on the public belief of the state. Thus, the routing strategy in each stage is a Wardrop equilibrium corresponding to the current public belief. Using classical results (Rosenthal [1973] , Sandholm [2001] ) one can conclude the essential uniqueness of the induced equilibrium load. Furthermore, the realized edge costs are random functions of the edge load and the true state. Again, for simplicity, we assume that cost distributions are normally distributed. A key feature of our model is that the public information system act as an aggregator: In each stage, it collects the loads and realized costs of all edges that were used in that stage, and updates the belief of state according to Bayes' rule. However, the costs of edges that are not used are not available to the information system.
Our work contributes to the literature on learning and information effects in routing games. Prior work has studied the impact of heterogeneous state information on travel decisions in static settings Arnott et al. [1991] , Khan and Amin [2018] , Wu et al. [2018] . On one hand, the transportation community has studied travelers' response to real-time traffic information using dynamic behavioral models and network simulation (Ben-Akiva et al. [1991] , Mahmassani and Jayakrishnan [1991] ). In a related work Jha et al. [1998] , the authors propose a Bayesian model to capture how travelers update their perception of travel times based on the received information. Their simulation-based approach identifies the evolution and stabilization of travel patterns.
On the other hand, a variety of learning dynamics (Fudenberg et al. [1998] ) have been particularized to routing games. In the classical fictitious play setting, players best respond to the belief of opponents' strategies in each stage and revise their beliefs based on the observed actions (Monderer and Shapley [1996] , Marden et al. [2009] ). Another well-known setting is pay-off based learning (Marden and Shamma [2012] , Cominetti et al. [2010] ), in which players' strategies follow a controlled dynamics based on the history of their own realized costs. In contrast, our learning setup focuses on the strategic aspect of travelers' behavior by assuming that they choose routes with the lowest cost based on the belief of state, which repeatedly gets updated by the public information system. Also our analysis focuses on learning of the uncertain state instead of learning opponents' strategies.
In a related paper Meigs et al. [2017] , the authors consider a repeated routing game, in which travelers learn the slope of linear cost functions using a least square estimator based on the realized costs. In this paper, we take a Bayesian viewpoint and do not impose a specific functional form on the edge costs. Importantly, the Bayesian update on state belief is based on the loads and the realized costs on edges that are used by the travelers. Indeed, in our model, history of the play affects the set of used edges and the realized costs through the belief update, and hence the outcomes in future stages. Thus, the stage game outcomes are correlated and non-identical across stages and classical theory in Bayesian learning (for e.g., Blackwell and Dubins [1962] ) cannot be applied to our problem.
We now summarize our main result (Theorem 1) and analysis approach. We show that the public belief and the equilibrium edge load in each stage almost surely converge to a rest point that satisfies two properties: (i) The edge load is induced by a Wardrop equilibrium that corresponds to the public belief at convergence; (ii) Travelers accurately estimate the expected costs of all edges that are used. These two properties ensure that, at rest point, the realized edge costs do not provide new information about the state, and no traveler has an incentive to change her route choice (Sec. 3).
Notably, the concept of rest point is similar to the self-confirming equilibrium studied in Fudenberg and Levine [1993] , Fudenberg and Kreps [1995] . These papers consider a strategic learning model, in which players myopically play an extensive-form game in each stage, and update their belief of opponents' strategies based on the observed actions. Eventually, players accurately predict and best respond to opponents' strategies on the reached information sets, but may continue to maintain incorrect beliefs on the unreached ones. Similarly, in our model, travelers learn the true cost of the used edges at rest points, but may persistently have an incorrect estimate of costs for the unused edges because no additional information is available to revise the belief. Consequently, some edges that should be taken in the complete information equilibrium may not be taken at a rest point.
Finally, we study the some properties of rest points. We find that if the network is seriesparallel, the average cost experienced by travelers at any rest point is no less than that in complete information equilibrium (Proposition 1). We also provide a set of conditions, under each of which travelers end up only using the edges that are part of the complete information equilibrium; i.e., they eventually make route choice as if they know the true state (Proposition 2). In this case, the learning is complete in that the edge load vector converges almost surely to the complete information equilibrium (Sec.4).
We provide some concluding remarks in Sec. 5.
Model
In this section, we introduce our model of learning dynamics in which travelers repeatedly play a routing game in a transportation network. Travelers have access to a public information system, which updates and broadcasts the probability of each possible state (public belief). We first describe the routing game and travelers' routing decisions in each stage. Then, we present how the information system updates the belief of the state.
Routing Gams
Consider a transportation network modeled as a directed graph with a single origin-destination pair. Let E denote the set of edges and R denote the set of routes. The uncertain network state, denoted s, represents the unknown infrastructure condition after disruption. The cost (travel time) function of each edge e, denoted s e (·), depends on the state. We assume that the state is grounded in a set S, and fixed throughout the learning dynamics.
In each stage game G k , where k = 1, 2, . . . , travelers receive the public belief of the state from the public information system. The belief is denoted as θ k = θ k (s) s∈S ∈ ∆(S), where θ k (s) is the probability of state s.
Travelers are non-atomic players with total demand of D. Travelers' routing strategy is
, where q k r is the demand of travelers using route r. A strategy is feasible if it satisfies the following conditions:
The set of feasible strategy is denoted by Q. Given any strategy q k ∈ Q, the aggregate edge load vector in stage k is denoted as w k = w k e e∈E , where
The cost on edge e in stage k, denoted c k e , is the sum of a state-dependent edge cost function s e (w k e ), and a random variable k e representing the noise of the realized cost:
We make the following assumptions on the edge cost functions and the random noise:
(A1) For any e ∈ E, the edge cost function s e is strictly increasing in w k e , and the derivative on w k e is bounded from below by a positive number α > 0, i.e.
(A2) The stage noise k = ( k e ) e∈E has Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and a non-degenerate covariance matrix Σ. The random variables k ∞ k=1 are independently and identically distributed.
With a slight abuse of notation, we denote the cost function of each route r ∈ R in state s as s r (q k ) = e∈r s e (w k e ). The realized cost on r is c k r = s r (q k ) + e∈r k e . Then, one can compute the expected cost of each r ∈ R based on the stage belief θ k as follows:
We assume that travelers are myopic players in that they minimize the expected cost of the chosen route in each stage, without considering the impact of their route choice on the future outcomes. Then, travelers must take routes with the smallest expected cost based on the public belief. This leads to the concept of Wardrop equilibrium defined as follows:
Definition 1 A feasible strategy profile q k * ∈ Q is a Wardrop equilibrium corresponding to the stage belief θ k ∈ ∆(S) if the following condition is satisfied:
Since the edge cost functions are increasing in the aggregate edge load, the equilibrium is essentially unique in that given any θ k , the corresponding equilibrium edge load w k * = w k * e e∈E is unique (see Sandholm [2001] ).
If θ assigns probability 1 on state s, then Definition 1 reduces to the classical Wardrop equilibrium under complete information of the state s. We denote the complete information equilibrium edge load vector as w s * .
Information and Belief
We introduce a public information system, which can observe the stage game outcomes -the load of each edge and the realized costs on edges that are used in each stage. The information system then updates the public belief based on the stage game outcomes according to Bayes' rule, and broadcasts the updated public belief to all travelers in the next stage.
The initial public belief, denoted θ 0 , represents the information of the network condition that is available to the public information system. We assume that the initial belief does not exclude any possible state:
We now introduce our learning dynamics. The initial time can be set to the time of change in the existing network condition (for example, after a disruption as motivated in Sec. 1). In each stage k ∈ {1, 2, . . . }:
Step 1: The information system broadcasts the public belief of the state θ k−1 to all travelers.
Step 2: Traveler populations play the routing game G k based on the public belief θ k−1 according to Wardrop equilibrium q k * . The induced edge load vector is w k * .
Step 3 : The information system observes the aggregate load vector w k , and the realized costs on the taken edges c k . We denote the set of edges that are used in stage k as E k ∆ = {e ∈ E|w k * e > 0}; and thus c k = c k e e∈E k . In state s, the observed costs on these edges has the following Gaussian distribution:
where s E k = s e (w k * e ) e∈E k , and Σ k is the sub-matrix of Σ with rows and columns corresponding to edges in E k . Then, the probability density function of c k for a state s and edge load vector w k * can be written as follows:
The belief of the state is updated using Bayes' rule:
We emphasize that travelers' routing decisions impact the belief update in (5) in two respects. Firstly, the induced edge load impacts the distribution of realized costs, and hence the belief update. Secondly, in each stage, if an edge is not used by travelers, then the information system does not observe the cost of that edge. In such cases, travelers are not able to learn how the state impacts the cost on unused edges. Note that the distribution of c k only depends on the state s and the edge load w k . Then, given any two stages k and k , the realized costs c k and c k are independent conditional on the edge loads w k and w k . We define W k * ∆ = w j * k j=1 as the history of equilibrium edge load vectors,
as the history of realized costs until the end of stage k. Then in state s, the probability density function of C k conditioned on W k * , can be written as follows:
By iteratively applying (5), we can derive θ k from the initial belief θ 0 as follows:
, ∀s ∈ S, ∀k
It is clear that the main advantages of introducing the information system in our model is that it observes the stage game outcomes, and computes belief updates. This setup has two advantages: First is that travelers do not need to observe the outcomes and update beliefs by themselves. Second is that the set of travelers participating in each stage game can be different, i.e. an individual traveler may participate in one or multiple routing games as long as they are informed of the public belief of the state in the participated stages. In our learning model, the public belief of the state θ k changes based on the stage game outcomes, and in turn influences the edge load w k * induced by travelers' route choices. Therefore, the tuple (θ k , w k * ) governs how travelers learn the state of the network and how they make route choices according to our learning dynamics.
Convergence of Learning Dynamics
In this section, we show that the sequence {(θ k , w k * )} ∞ k=1 generated by our learning dynamics converges to a rest point with probability 1.
Before presenting our theorem, we first introduce the concept of distinguishable states. To avoid confusion, we denote the true state as s. For any load vector w, we say that the state s is distinguishable from the true state s if: ∃ e ∈ {E|w e > 0}, s.t. The set of distinguishable states given w is denoted as S † (w). The distribution of the realized costs in any distinguishable state s ∈ S † (w) as in (3) is different from that in the true state s. Hence, state s can be distinguished from the true state s based on the realized costs. However, if the cost functions in state s are different from that in s only on a subset of edges, and no edge in that set is used in w, then s is indistinguishable, i.e. s ∈ S \ S † (w).
Theorem 1 For any true state s ∈ S, and any initial belief θ 0 that satisfies (2), we have:
whereθ is a probability vector that satisfies:
andw the equilibrium edge load vector corresponding to the public beliefθ.
From Theorem 1, we know that the public belief θ k and the associated equilibrium edge load w k * in the learning dynamics eventually converge to a rest point θ ,w , which satisfies the following two properties: Additionally, we can show that the convergent public beliefθ is a fixed point of the belief update function in (5). If the initial belief θ 0 =θ, then in any stage k, the public belief is θ k =θ, and the equilibrium edge load is w k * =w.
We present the main intuition behind the proof of Theorem 1. Firstly, we show that the process of the public beliefs θ k ∞ k=0 is a bounded martingale. Hence, θ k converges to a random probability vectorθ with probability 1.
Secondly, by adapting the sensitivity analysis approach in Dafermos and Nagurney [1984] to our problem, we show that the equilibrium edge load w k * in each stage is a continuous function of the public belief θ k−1 . Therefore, from continuous mapping theorem and the fact that θ k converges toθ, we can show that the unique equilibrium edge load w k * also converges tow, which is the equilibrium edge load corresponding toθ.
Finally, it remains to be shown thatθ satisfies (9) with probability 1. To start with, we view the problem of distinguishing any state s from the true state s as a hypothesis testing problem. Next, we can analyze the log-likelihood ratio of the sequence of realized cost conditional on the edge loads until stage k in state s and the true state s, denoted log
. In fact, wecan conclude that for any distinguishable state s ∈ S † (w), lim k→∞ log
= ∞ with probability 1. Since the initial public belief satisfies θ 0 (s) > 0,
= lim
Hence,θ satisfies (9).
Rest points analysis
In this section, we first compare travelers' route choices and average cost at a rest point with that in complete information equilibrium. Then, we provide conditions under which travelers eventually make route choice as if they know the true state with probability 1. Finally, we illustrate some interesting aspects of learning dynamics and rest points through examples.
Compaison with Complete Information Equilibium
We say the learning is complete if the edge load at the rest point isw = w s * , which is the complete information equilibrium in the true state s, with probability 1. However, learning may converge to other rest points θ ,w such thatw = w s * . This is becausē θ may assign positive probability on another indistinguishable state s ∈ S \ S † (w) that is not distinguishable from the true state s given the convergent load vectorw. Therefore, although the estimated costs on the used edges are identical to the true costs as, the estimated cost on an unused edge based onθ may be higher than the actual cost in the true state. Consequently, if travelers know the true state, they may have the incentive to deviate from the rest point.
We denote the average cost of travelers at a rest point with edge loadw as C(w) ∆ = e∈Ew e s e (w e ), and the averge cost in the complete information equilibrium as C(w s * ) ∆ = e∈E w s * e s e (w s * e ). The next proposition shows that if the network is series-parallel (i.e. the network does not have an embedded wheatstone network, see Milchtaich [2006] ), the average cost at any rest point is no less than that in complete information equilibrium.
Proposition 1 If the network is series-parallel, then C(w) ≥ C(w s * ) at any rest point (θ,w).
The idea of the proof is that the edge load at any rest point is equivalent to the complete information equilibrium in a routing game on a subnetwork. In other words, travelers make route choice as if they only know a subset of the available routes in the original network. Then, based on Theorem 1 in Milchtaich [2006] , we can show that if the network is series-parallel, the equilibrium average cost on the subnetwork is no less than that on the original network.
Complete Learning
We now provide a set of conditions, under each of which the learning is complete with probability 1.
Proposition 2 For any true state s ∈ S, the learning is complete, i.e. lim k→∞ w k * = w s * with probability 1, if any of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) Fully distinguishable states: For any w and any s ∈ S \ {s}, state s is distinguishable from s.
(2) State-independent free flow travel time: For any e ∈ E and any s ∈ S, s e (0) is identical across states.
(3) All edges are utilized: For any s ∈ S and any e ∈ E, w s * e > 0.
Each condition in (1) -(3) ensures that travelers repeatedly use the set of edges that should be taken in complete information equilibrium. Then, travelers will eventually learn the costs on these edges, and choose routes as if they know the true state.
In practice, condition (1) is relevant if every state impacts the costs on all edges. Condition (2) requires that the state only impacts the costs when there is congestion (w e > 0). For example, lane closure does not change the cost when there is no traffic, but significantly aggrevates congestion due to the loss of capacity. Condition (3) requires that all edges are utilized regardless of the state. This will hold when the traffic demand is high so that travelers must take all routes.
Examples and Discussion
Consider the three-edge series-parallel network with the set of states: {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , ∅}, where s = e is the state in which edge e is compromised, and s = ∅ is the state in which no edge is compromised. The cost of edge e is e (w e ) if s = e, and ⊗ e (w e ) if s = e. See Fig. 1 for the network and cost functions. In this example, we assume that the noise term in each stage is k = k e e∈E ∼ N (0, Σ), where Σ is a three-dimensional identity matrix. The total demand is 1.
Let the true state be s = ∅. The set of rest points is as follows: That is, apart from the complete equilibrium edge load w s * , travelers may exclusively choose the route e 3 -e 1 if they believe that the probability of s = e 2 is no less than 0.2. In this case, the public information system cannot distinguish state s = e 2 from the true state s = ∅ based on the realized costs. We can check that C(w s * ) = 11.5 < C(w) = 12.
We simulate the learning dynamics with the initial public belief θ 0 = (1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4), which satisfies (2). Figures 2a -2b demonstrate the public belief θ k and the equilibrium edge load w k * in each stage for a play-path that converges to (θ s , w s * ), i.e. learning is complete. Figures 2c -2d illustrate a play-path that converges to (θ,w), whereθ = (0, 1/2, 0, 1/2), i.e. learning is not complete.
Moreover, if the edge cost on e 2 when it is compromised is ⊗ 2 = 2w 2 + 5. Then, the cost functions satisfy the condition (2) in Proposition 2. We can check from Fig. 2e -2f that the learning is complete.
Finally, we assume that learning starts with θ 0 = (0, 0.1, 0, 0.9). Fig. 2g -2h gives a play-path, in which learning is not complete even if the the initial public belief is 90% accurate. Although travelers takes e 2 in the first stage, the cost realized from Normal distribution happens to be very high. The information system is not able to tell whether the high cost is due to compromised facility or due to random noise in that stage. Consequently, the updated belief assigns high probability on state s = e 2 , and travelers no longer take e 2 in future stages.
Our results and examples show that to ensure complete learning in general, apart from the information obtained from repeated routing, complementary approaches are needed to measure the costs of edges that are not taken by myopic travelers. One direction to extend our work is to analyze how to efficiently estimate the costs on these edges by placing sensors, sending out probing teams or incentivizing explorations. Note that deployment of these measurement resources should account for travelers' strategic route decisions, the level of noise in realized costs, as well as how the information will impact the route choices and costs at rest points.
Concluding Remarks
In this article, we study how strategic travelers learn the uncertain state after infrastructure disruptions and adjust their route choices dynamically with the access of a public information system. Our results include the convergence of belief and edge loads, comparison of rest points with complete information equilibrium, and conditions that guarantee complete learning.
All our results hold for networks with multiple origin-destination pairs. Additionally, future work entails relaxing these assumptions: First, permiting the noise terms to be realized from a variety of distributions that depend on the state and edge load. Second, relaxing the assumption that the total demand is inelastic to incorporate random fluctuation of traffic demand on a daily basis. Another future direction of interest is to analyze the learning dynamics in asymmetric and incomplete information environment. In practice, travelers may obtain private information of the state after infrastructure disruption, or have private perception of the belief provided by the public information system. Then, travelers' route choices depend on the heterogeneous private information (perception) as well as the public belief, and the update of public belief in turn depends on the route choices. Addressing this problem would involve analyzing how the private information impacts the edges that are used in each stage as well as the residual information heterogeneity at the rest points.
